Capstone Group 2
HYPOTHETICAL
STRATEGIC FREIGHT PLAN PROPOSAL
Your state has a long and rich history of agricultural production. Recent food interests have begun to
focus on locally sourced products, as well as greater knowledge about the farms and fields used as part
of securing food supply chains. In addition, overseas markets have become interested in purchasing
both bulk and niche products from the area for export. Your agricultural sources are diverse. There
are several larger farms producing organically grown grains as commodities. There are also a variety
of niche products which are being produced for direct provision to retail suppliers; these include jams,
select dairy cheeses such as goat cheese, among other items.
The region within your state where most of this agricultural “rebirth” is taking place has some foodoriented freight infrastructure, including silos and storage located along a major river (used for barge
movements), a former baby-food manufacturing industrial park with many of the buildings and
facilities still in reasonably good state and transload operations along some rail lines. These facilities
are privately owned, with the exception of the industrial park which was taken over by a local town for
failure to pay taxes several years ago. Interstate highways, as well as local roads also exist in the area,
but for bulk movements rail and barge is crucial to cost effectively reach both domestic and overseas
markets.
There is a regional airport in this area. It has undergone a slight expansion and increase in volume
over the last year when one of the newer “low cost” carriers came in flying commercial jets. The
Airport Authority and the airline have recently agreed to turn an older unused hangar into a cargo
storage facility for transloading.
Some young start up vintner entrepreneurs have met with the State Economic Development office and
presented a plan to start a vineyard on a 5000 acre tract they have purchased and would be importing
graftings with the expectation of having fairly solid production in as little as 3 years with solid
volumes by 5 years. They are concerned about competition for freight service in the area but have
been assured by the Governor’s Economic Development staff that the state is willing to makes some
infrastructure investments in the area.
All this growth would be wonderful. However, the rail freight capacity is constrained – domestic crude
is now moving on many of the lines. Barge use is hampered by one major lock and two dams that need
repairs and augmentation.
You have been tasked with convening stakeholders to work together to develop a high level strategic
plan for your Secretary of Transportation to identify some enhanced transportation options in the
region for these supply chain segments:
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Your plan should:
•

Identify the working groups of public agencies that will have roles in this effort and what these
would be

•

Identify key private sector stakeholders and roles they will play; How will you engage them?

•

Identify what types of infrastructure projects, investments or actions could be undertaken across the
various modal options to address the freight capacity/mobility issues in this region. How would
you prioritize them? What would some financing options be to support these?

•

What information and data would you need, if any, for this effort?

•

What if any land use or environmental issues will be tied to the strategies outlined and how would
you address them?

•

Provide recommendations for actions that should be taken by the respective private and public
entities.
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Introduction
The New Heldrich Department of Transportation (NHDOT) will assemble the Statewide Freight Plan to
establish policy involving freight, serve as the basis for local, state and federal transportation
investments, and enhance the freight network to further economic development and growth within
New Heldrich. To accomplish this objective, the Plan will examine current and future freight movement
as well as provide an analysis of the impact of freight movement and freight infrastructure
improvements on stakeholders within the state of New Heldrich. The Plan will identify, evaluate, and
prioritize individual freight projects that will enhance growth and competitiveness of the state’s
agricultural economy. The plan will accomplish the prioritization by highlighting issues, trends,
challenges, and opportunities.
The freight transportation network within the State of New Heldrich is the supply chain’s weakest asset
despite ever increasing demand. The economic viability of the State is predominantly agriculture based
and without a reliable and efficient network to move goods economic growth cannot be supported.
Agriculture production has a long and rich history in New Heldrich which was once a major producer for
commodities such as grain. In recent years, the area’s agriculture industry has experienced a resurgence
in domestic and overseas (export) as a result of those markets becoming interested in purchasing both
bulk and niche products grown in New Heldrich. Current trends focus on locally sourced products, as
well as greater knowledge about the farms and fields that cultivate the food. The rise in agriculture
export demand has strained the state supply chain infrastructure; demonstrating regional economic
development depends on enhanced as well as diverse transportation options.
In recent years, the area’s agriculture industry has seen a resurgence in domestic and overseas (export)
demand due to those markets becoming interested in purchasing both bulk and niche products grown in
New Heldrich. Current trends focus on locally sourced products as well as greater knowledge about the
farms and fields that cultivate the food. The rise in agriculture export demand has strained the state
supply chain infrastructure, demonstrating that regional economic development depends on enhanced
as well as diverse transportation options.
There needs to be a high level strategic framework to better understand and efficiently address the
current and future demands on the freight transportation network as it relates to enhancing New
Heldrich. This proposal aspires to guide development of a strategic plan to address the freight
transportation needs and options within the State and further economic development via a Statewide
Freight Plan (Plan).
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Regional Overview
New Heldrich’s economy historically is based on agricultural, and remains so even into the present. Local
farms offer a diverse array of products such as grains, potatoes, and fruit. There are several larger farms
which produce organically grown grains as commodities. There are also a variety of niche products such
as jams and dairy cheeses among others that are being produced for direct provision to retail suppliers.
Recently new interests in the state’s agriculture industry have developed. Specifically, entrepreneurs
plan to start a vineyard on a 5000 acre tract and would be importing gratings’ with the expectation that
production will begin in three to five years. These entrepreneurial plans are in partnership with the
State Economic Development office. With impending growth, a concern of farmers and supply chain
professionals is that the transportation infrastructure within New Heldrich will not be able to handle the
increasing growth as the current transportation network is considerably constrained.
New Heldrich agricultural region is strategically located and supported by all modes of transport.


Highway – Interstate highways and local roads exists in the area for general truck transport but
is in a state of disrepair.



Rail – South Railroad and RailX represent the Class I railroads in the state with a few additional
short line railroads for grain transport. However, the rail freight capacity is significantly
constrained due to the increase in domestic crude moving on many of the lines from
neighboring states.



Water – Most of the existing port infrastructure is located along the State’s Heldrich River. The
ports are used to load grain and other bulk commodities on barges for transportation to
transloading facilities far down-river for export. However, use of these facilities for bulk
shipments is severely hampered by scheduled and unscheduled closures at the one major lock,
Lock 25, twenty miles down-river from the port facilities. The lock needs substantial repairs and
recapitalization to put an end to the closures.



Air – Our regional airport has recently undergone a slight expansion and increased in volume
over the last year due to the arrival of a newer “low cost” carrier flying commercial jets. The
Airport Authority and the airline also have a project to turn an unused hangar into a cargo
storage facility for transloading.

To support economic growth, the State must leverage the existing transportation freight network. The
following proposal will aid NHDOT in determining whether the provision of enhanced transportation
options would result in more efficient and competitive goods movement statewide.
In order to support economic growth, the State must leverage as well as build upon the existing
transportation freight network to provide enhanced transportation options in order to allow for efficient
and competitive goods movement through a complete study and development of a plan that will
analyze areas that need improvements as well as explore the impacts of those improvements.
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Proposal – New Heldrich DOT Statewide & Regional Freight Plan

The services requested are outlined in this section which details the scope, responsibilities, and impacts
for each task. This document lays out the steps the DOT must move forward with to establish state
freight planning policy as well as the development of a New Heldrich State Freight Plan.
This policy may be used to support agricultural goods movement, as well as all goods movement
statewide. The NHDOT and specifically the proposed New Heldrich Statewide and Regional Freight Plan
must support the state’s strategic goals of focusing investment in its growth industry of agriculture. This
will provide the state with a competitive advantage that will result in the growth of its economy. The
Plan is a document that must be approved by the New Heldrich Secretary of Transportation through
recommendation from the State Freight Advisory Committee.
Building and incorporating the findings from the recently completed Economic Development Plan, The
Economic Development Plan included an in-depth commodity flow study to carefully understand the
movements of freight in, out, through and within New Heldrich. The commodity data and analyses on
congestion, environmental issues, land uses, and safety would help provide a strong picture of current
conditions to inform regional projects and policies. The Plan shall examine all modes of freight
movement as a complete system highlighting issues, trends challenges, and opportunities. It will focus
on developing a plan for the Agricultural Region which is central to the state’s success, and support the
state’s overall multimodal freight transportation infrastructure. This includes servicing facilities and hubs
where modes intersect in particular regions. The Plan shall establish freight policy in the state, setting
priorities and strategies that enhance freight service, as well as identify specific strategies and projects
that will serve as the basis for federal and state investment decisions within New Heldrich and the
Agricultural Region specifically.
The following tasks include both general and specific descriptions of tasks upon which service providers
should build.









Conduct Project Scoping/Kickoff Meeting
Stakeholder Outreach/Committees and Public Involvement Plan
Strategic Goals
Evaluate Current Conditions and Trends
Identify Data, Issues, and Recommendations from previous studies
Evaluation of Potential Solutions
Potential Funding Sources
Develop and Present Implementation Plan
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1. Conduct Project Scoping / Kickoff Meeting
The NHDOT Plan effort will begin with a kickoff meeting with key NHDOT staff. This meeting will be
conducted to discuss the proposed scope, schedule, and Project Management Plan. At this meeting, the
consultant team will present a plan for assembling the State Freight Advisory Committee and attracting
the members (see Table 1: Proposed FAC Membership below), agree on the Agricultural Region Freight
Group members, and agree on a date for the initial chartering meeting with the Committee. Internal
NHDOT staff will be assigned to oversee the development of the Plan and consultant work products.

2. Stakeholder Outreach/Committees and Public Involvement Plan
To ensure that the plan will be relevant and accurate, the NHDOT will reach out to local governments,
citizens, and non-profits for input into the Freight plan. NHDOT will emphasize outreach to local
transportation system providers, such as the airport, port authority, railroad and trucking companies, as
well as associations and public sector groups that use the system, represent local businesses and have
commercial needs. These groups include the associations listed in Table 1 above, as well as local
chapters of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Environmental Law and Policy Center, and
Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance. Project ideas and policy needs expressed during outreach sessions
will feed the plan.
The first step is to develop a comprehensive Stakeholder Outreach and Public Involvement Plan that
outlines outreach techniques, a stakeholder database, meetings schedule, as well as website logistics
and social media protocols to be used in the development of the Freight Plan. The website will provide
information, and allow users a forum to participate in the process and submit comments. The website
will provide information, and allow users a forum to participate in the process and submit comments.
The website will be developed with input from web designers and staff from NHDOT.
Public Stakeholders and Private Sector
A representative cross-section of public and private freight stakeholders will be engaged and
encouraged to participate in developing the New Heldrich Freight Plan. To accomplish this, NHDOT’s
Plan will include three levels of stakeholder involvement:
1) Overarching Freight Advisory Committee
2) Agriculture Region Freight Group
3) General public outreach.
Establish a State Freight Advisory Committee
A Freight Advisory Committee will be organized. The committee will be comprised of a select group of
individuals around the state who, by invitation of the NHDOT Director and/or appointment by the
Governor. The committee members are committed to attending meetings, providing data, reviewing
deliverables, and representing their constituents from key public agencies and private industries.
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The Freight Advisory Committee will include a broad group of system users, including representatives of
freight transportation infrastructure; carriers operating on publicly-owned freight infrastructure;
shippers and freight forwarders; and state, local, and tribal governments can provide valuable input on
the future of freight for New Heldrich. An initial list of proposed member organizations is included in
TABLE # 1 below. These groups will meet approximately quarterly throughout the development of the
plan. This collective group can also generate an elite group of volunteers to participate on the larger
State Freight Advisory Committee, pursuant to MAP-21. In addition, at least 20 additional freight system
users must be invited to inform the Plan and ongoing freight system development through individual
interviews.
The committee will advise NHDOT on freight-related priorities, issues, projects, and funding needs. They
will serve as a forum for discussion of NHDOT's decisions affecting freight transportation and ultimately
will determine whether the new State Freight Plan should be recommended for approval. A list of
potential committee members has been discussed and will be agreed upon at the project kick-off
meeting, as will draft by-laws. Four to six meetings of this committee will be held during Plan
development, with more scheduled as necessary.
Establish an Agricultural Region Freight Group
An Agricultural Region Freight Group will be formed, comprised of representatives from the central
Agricultural Region of New Heldrich to provide specific input about the needs of this region from its
stakeholders. During the course of this study, the Group will have two key goals:
(1) Provide input into the freight needs within the Agricultural Region, and therefore important to
the Group partners.
(2) Identify potential “best uses” or leveraging of existing infrastructure and resources within the
Agricultural Region. These resources include the silos and storage along the river, Airport Cargo
facility, and the former Baby Food industrial park. Up to 4 meetings will be conducted via
webinar and/or conference call. Suggested Agricultural Region Freight Group Members should
include:






Farm owners in the region
Product Manufacturer owners in the region
Rail Operators servicing the Agricultural Region
Airport operators
Industrial park owner – Town of Old Heldrich

The Plan must also include opportunities for the general public, particularly those with freight shipping
interests, to participate in the Plan development at key project milestones through webinars and other
periodic freight forums held at convenient locations around New Heldrich. To help bolster attendance,
we propose having a different influential speaker at each meeting to briefly address a topic of interest to
the Plan and stakeholder partners, followed by Plan business, discussion, and networking opportunities.
Further, because development of this specialized Plan is unlikely to attract the interest of the general
public to attend traditional public meetings, the study team must present display boards and handouts
at ten other higher-Interest public meetings. This approach will reach a larger portion of the public at a
reduced cost.
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Table 1: Proposed Freight Advisory Committee Members
Private Sector

Dairy Farmers
of America
FedEx Freight
Ingram Barge

Public Sector

New Heldrich
Commission on
Economic
Development
NHP

Kinder Morgan
Port of New
Energy Partners
Heldrich
New Heldrich
Port of South Beach
Industrial
Center
Regional
Transportation
NH Pipeline LLC
Commission of
(Holly Energy)
Northern New
Union Pacific
Heldrich
Rail Road
Regional
UPS Freight
Transportation
Vintners Cellar Commission of
Southern New
Winery
Heldrich
Franchise
XYZ Trucking

State/National
Advisory
Participants
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
U.S. Department
of Transportation,
Federal Highways
Administration
and Maritime
ADOT
IDOT
ODOT
UDOT
I-95 Corridor
Coalition
EPA

Associations

Agriculture Region
Freight Group

AASHTO Freight

Airport operators

American
Waterways
Operators

Farm owners in the
region

Inland Rivers, Ports
& Terminals Inc.
Institute for Trade
and Transportation
Studies
Mid-America
Freight Coalition
New Heldrich
Trucking
Association
Soy Transportation
Coalition

Industrial park
owner – Town of
Old Heldrich
Port of New
Heldrich Port
authority and
terminal operators
Product
manufacturer
owners in the
region
Rail operators
servicing the
agricultural region

TRB Freight Systems

Stakeholder Interviews
Up to 20 individual interviews will be conducted with private sector stakeholders, including shippers,
receivers, facility operators, and service providers such as carriers, barge operators, distributors, and
third-party logistics companies throughout the state of New Heldrich. Interviews may be conducted via
phone or in-person. Interviews conducted will include potential economic partners such as port and rail
companies. Local officials within the Agricultural Region will be interviewed as well to ensure the link
between freight planning and general economic vitality as identified in the Economic Development
Study recently completed.
Public Meetings
The Plan must also include opportunities for the general public, particularly those with freight shipping
interests, to participate in the Plan development at key project milestones through webinars and other
periodic freight forums held at convenient locations around New Heldrich.
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To help bolster attendance, we propose having a different influential speaker at each meeting to briefly
address a topic of interest to the Plan and stakeholder partners, followed by Plan business, discussion,
public engagement with interested public interest groups and associations, and networking
opportunities. Further, because development of this specialized Plan is unlikely to attract the interest of
the general public to attend traditional public meetings. NHDOT will engage other State and local
government entities to identify the public meetings with the largest average attendance, and the study
team must present display boards and handouts in at least ten other higher-interest public meetings.
Social media will be used advertise the events and to solicit input. This approach will reach a larger
portion of the public at a reduced cost.

3. Strategic Goals
High level goals will be developed using the stakeholder input gathered through all the processes
described above. These strategic goals will provide direction to the study and influence the decisions
made. Possible goals include: encouraging multimodal efficiencies, if applicable, or increasing New
Heldrich’s freight competitive advantage.
The stakeholder input from task two will also be used to forecast freight system user’s needs for total
future freight, goods and services movement (developed in Task 2), as well as their economic impact –
positive and negative - to both the state of New Heldrich and the Agricultural Region through 2040.
Existing general capacity and operational problems (by mode) and freight goods movement needs may
be identified. Potential solutions/ actions to address those challenges could be collected within a Policy
Matrix.

Policy Matrix
A policy issues table will be generated to document the challenges, desired outcomes, and potential
actions for the state. This information will be collected and compiled as part of the Public Involvement
Plan, interviews with stakeholders, and input from the Agricultural Region Freight Group.
Sample matrix:
Challenge
Rail congestion due to domestic
crude moving on many of the rail
lines

Desired Outcome
Reduce congestion and improve
rail reliability

Highway system preservation

Maintain or improve system
condition

Aging maritime assets – both
locks for water movements and
intermodal connector roads
between the ports and major
shipper facilities

Work with Federal, state and
local planners to prioritize
maintenance or improvement of
system condition

Potential Program/Project
Work with RailX and SR to
coordinate dispatching and
utilize existing sidings to move
time-sensitive crops Continued
maintenance of key freight
corridors
Investments in structurally
deficient facilities
Lock rehabilitation through the
Inland Waterway Trust Fund
Investments in aging surface
roads that connect to the port
facilities
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Task 2 and 3 Deliverables:
1) Stakeholder Contact Database, including the New
Heldrich Freight Advisory Committee and Agricultural
Region Freight Group Public
Involvement/Stakeholder Outreach Plan
2) Technical Memorandum: Summary of public
involvement process and stakeholder comments
3) White Paper: Strategic Goals
4) Policy Matrix

4. Evaluate Current Conditions and Trends
An inventory of current conditions and trends will be developed presenting a range of information such
as freight infrastructure, modes, intermodal services, and ancillary services, similarly for both the state
of New Heldrich, and the Agricultural Region of the state. Such an inventory establishes the baseline for
future improvements to the system. This inventory should allow the development of alternatives
improve the State’s role and function in the national and international freight system.
Competitive Market Analysis
To build upon the Economic Development Study that NHDOT recently completed, a Competitive Market
Analysis of freight centers at several different scales must be conducted as part of the Freight Plan.
Section 7 of this document contains more information about potential funding sources if/when freight
network improvements are made. This would include descriptions of patterns and trends affecting the
freight system, including changes in economic activity, changes in trade flows, hubs and corridors, and
the competitive or complementary relationships with New Heldrich’s statewide and local hubs.
Additionally, this analysis would assess the needs by mode and infrastructure gaps affecting commodity
distribution statewide.
Some identified data sources to develop a market analysis include:








Commodity flow surveys
Agricultural trade information
County Business Patterns
Employment statistics
Industry Economic accounts
Pay and Benefits
Producer Price Index







Productivity statistics
Regional Economic Accounts
Surface Transportation Board Economic
Data
Transportation Energy Data Book
U.S. International Trade
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Building off the stakeholder and public outreach efforts conducted as part of Task 2 of this Scope,
conduct a detailed inventory of freight transportation infrastructure, facilities, and operations, providing
inventory in GIS format relative to:




Freight corridors and hubs by mode: Inventory of major corridors and junction points, noting
major travel routes, modes, capacity, and intermodal transfers.
Intermodal relationships: Inventory of intermodal infrastructure in New Eldritch and the
Agricultural Region to understand the level of integration within and between the modes.
Socioeconomic review: Review of current and projected population and employment
growth.

This GIS inventory of existing facilities creates the basis for identifying system improvements.
Freight Mobility Issues
One of the prominent roles of the Freight Planning process will be the identification and inventory of
facilities with freight mobility issues such as truck bottlenecks within the state and within the
Agricultural Region. This is to include Barge traffic and constraints, airport capacity assessment, and rail
capacity constraints. This should include a comparative assessment of the state’s other gaps in the
goods movement system such as rail crossing issues and corridor congestion to lack of intermodal
connectivity. There are several sources of data to consider when searching for infrastructure gaps and
facility issues including:








Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) data
Highway statistics
Maritime statistics
Motor Carrier Financial and Operating
statistics
National Transportation Statistics
North American Transportation
Statistics
Rail Waybill data








Statistical Abstract of the United States
Transborder Freight Data
Truck Transportation, Messenger
Services and Warehousing
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Navigation Data Center
Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey (VIUS)
Vehicle Travel Information System
(VTRIS)

In addition to infrastructure gaps there are issues related to freight mobility from a seasonal
perspective. Many of the products being moved are agricultural and there is a likely increased freight
system demand at certain points during the year. In addition to data describing the State’s
infrastructure gaps and modal needs, this assessment would document seasonal demands and trends.
Together this will serve as the starting point for the evaluation of potential solutions.

5. Identify Data, Issues, and Recommendations from previous studies
To avoid replicate efforts, the new Freight Plan should use the data and take findings, recommendations,
and proposed projects generated by the State of New Heldrich as well as our local partners as a starting
point for recommendations. A review of previously conducted studies and plans to understand current
issues related to the economic, environmental, safety, policy, and technology settings that can impact
and direct the development of future strategies should be undertaken.
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National studies and completed state freight plans from around the country may also be used to assess
and document recommendations and best practices. Examples of internal and external previous studies
include but are not limited to:








Economic Development Study - NHDOT
New Heldrich Statewide Long Range Plan
Agricultural Region comprehensive plans
Other New Heldrich MPO freight studies
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 20-83 Long Range Planning for Freight
New Heldrich Freight Volume Data – Transearch
Indiana State Freight Plan (1st MAP-21 compliant State Freight Plan)

6. Evaluation of Potential Solutions
This task is comprised of two major work efforts that build upon the development of performance
metrics and the related inventory of current conditions from Task 4:
(1) Finalize freight mobility needs (Task 5) to prioritize the freight transportation needs of New
Heldrich and the Agricultural Region.
(2) Develop and evaluate solutions that respond to the needs and gaps identified.
Conceptual solutions to meet the freight needs are to be explored in the policy matrix. However,
identifiable solutions may be either broad (intermodal connectivity, leveraged infrastructure resources)
or specific (highway-rail grade separations, truck-only lanes, port or waterway (lock) capacity adding
solutions, airport facility improvements) in nature. In some instances, there may be multiple options to
meet the same need.
A range of conceptual solutions will be generated and evaluated against the state's goals, established
with input from the Freight Advisory Committee and the Agricultural Region Freight Group. The
evaluation will be used to identify projects and policies that have the highest priority for
implementation. When ranking projects, those ranked high on all categories of performance measures
would clearly receive the highest priority.
Potential projects (e.g. Truck Only Lanes, Truck Only Corridors, Rail-Highway Grade Separations,
Intermodal Connectors between ports and regional Interstate Highways, Intermodal Transportation
Centers, Automated Truck Platooning, Truck Parking Facilities, Rail Spur Connections, and Air Cargo
Distribution Ports) will be identified based on data analysis and stakeholders input. The Plan will include
both short-term and long-term implementable strategies, and include an approximate time schedule;
estimated costs and funding considerations; and potential revenue-generating projects and proposed
partners for each proposed freight improvement proving freight transportation is critical to the
economic vitality of New Heldrich.
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Prioritization of Freight Transportation Projects
Most of the freight projects identified would benefit a range of stakeholders and few would solely
benefit freight. Some solely freight projects might be freight rail operational improvements,
improvements to marine cargo handling infrastructure or operations within port terminal areas. For the
purposes of the Plan, a freight project will be defined as a transportation improvement that sustains
goods movement and supports the state’s economic competitiveness, including improved operational or
capacity improvements.
The initial list of potential freight projects will be generated from the existing STIP and augmented with
the results of the Economic Development Plan as well as stakeholder and public input. These projects
must be evaluated using readily available data. Projects may be weighted based on various criteria
including the project’s potential to reduce delay and increase reliability, its connections to other freight
modes or to freight intensive industries, safety and security. During the process projects will analyzed
from a land use, environmental, and regulatory standpoint. Statewide environmental goals, in
coordination with the New Heldrich State Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Quality,
will be used to screen projects and evaluate them for their potential to concentrate the development of
freight-related land uses within existing freight activity centers.
Environmental/Public Health/Land Use Considerations may include:
 Air Quality (Ozone, Particulate Matter, elemental carbon, ultra-fine particulates, nitrogen
dioxide)
 Dredging
 Carbon emissions/climate change
 Habitat loss
 Displacement of low-income residents
 Respiratory and other health problems related to poor air quality
 Noise pollution
 Light pollution
 Industrial blight
Freight projects will be listed by mode of transportation since funding sources and responsibilities vary
significantly among the modes. Highway projects will be divided into three tiers.
Tier 1 projects must be an eligible project-type as defined by MAP-21 and be identified as a federal
priority for freight which includes:





improvements to intermodal connectors,
improvements to freight and truck bottlenecks,
projects for a public rail facility or private rail facility providing benefit for highway users, and
projects along a Major Freight Corridor.

Tier 2 projects are defined as projects that are eligible project times as defined by MAP-21 but are not
identified as a federal priority for freight.
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Tier 3 projects would be other projects considered to be essential to the continued efficient movement
of freight and are contained within State and MPO planning documents such as the STIP.
For highway freight projects to be competitive for an increased federal share under MAP-21, certain
justifications must be made, so it is anticipated that general information for highway projects such as,
 commercial average daily traffic (%CADT),
 commodity by value,
 commodity by tonnage,
 project cost,
 remaining service life,
 project contains a location considered to have “excess commercial vehicle crashes,”
 level of service, and
 projects with local match.
Projects will be ranked, mapped, and scored by mode (highway, rail, port, air) in a single database
spreadsheet. Corresponding technical appendices will describe in detail the criteria and calculations
used to determine tiered rankings. Software that will be utilized for this analysis include Administrative
Customizable Reporting System, ESRI ArcMap, and MS Excel. The final output of this analysis will provide
a good indication of the potential impact a project would have to improve the freight network.
To accommodate future growth in the state, New Heldrich must advance an agenda to provide efficient
and expanded freight infrastructure that includes most especially capacity investments but also
incorporates policy and operational improvements and programs. The proposed Plan would require a
prioritized list of projects paired with their respective land use, environmental, and regulatory
implications. The Plan would also include a synthesis of key issues and problems affecting goods
movements in the state that are drawn from stakeholder and public interviews and meetings.

7. Potential Funding Sources
This section highlights multiple transportation funding sources, which New Heldrich can use to fund
future goods movement and strategic direction implementation; and it summarizes current New
Heldrich tax collections and distributions for transportation projects, including freight shipments. . The
Freight Plan will inventory and describe the full range of potential funding and finance options available
from federal, state, regional, and local levels, to potential public-private partnership and alternative
delivery methods that could be applied to the overall freight program. The following is some of the
potential funding options that will be identified and could be applied to potential projects that
contribute to an integrated freight plan for New Heldrich.
Federal Funding: The MAP-21 Act was signed into law on July 6, 2012 to address funding, authorization,
and transportation policy. It consolidated virtually all of the previous federal highway funding programs
into four formula programs, each of which requires a non-federal five-percent match. These four
programs as they apply in New Heldrich are:





National Highway Performance Program (NHPP):
Surface Transportation Program (STP)
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ)
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A number of federal grants and loans, as well as freight rail project financing programs, may also be used
to support freight infrastructure development, including the following:


Transportation Infrastructure Finance Improvement Act (TIFIA) Loans and Credits:
US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Community Facilities Direct and Guaranteed Loans.



Railroad Rehabilitation Improvement Financing (RRIF):



Railroad Rehabilitation and Repair Program (RRR): This program authorizes the US DOT
Secretary to provide $20 million in grants to states applying for FRA RRR funding to cover up to
80 percent of the cost of a project to repair and rehabilitate Class II and Class III railroad
infrastructure that suffer damage from hurricanes, floods, and natural disasters, provided that
the infrastructure is located in a county that the President designates as a Disaster Declaration
for Public Assistance county. Non-federal sources in the form of cash, equipment, or supplies
must cover at least 20 percent of the cost of eligible repair and rehabilitation projects.





Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) Grants
Grants to Public Works and Economic Development Facilities and Economic Adjustment
Assistance—Economic Development Administration (EDA) Grants
Freight Intermodal Distribution Pilot Program




Inland Waterways Trust Fund
Regional Airport Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Funds



State Funding: New Heldrich DOT receives infrastructure funding through gas tax collections
and from the State discretionary budget. Bonds: State-issued bonds can be backed by generalfund revenues, property taxes, sales taxes, or impact fees that are charged to developers, and
other user fees and the Plan will guide the use of those bond funds;
581 Highway: Highway Construction and Infrastructure funds. New Heldrich legislature recently
passed Act 89 providing $750M for Highway and Bridge Infrastructure investment.
Tax Collections: New Heldrich collects gas taxes and user fees to fund its roadway
infrastructure. The state’s current gas tax rate is 24.805 cents per gallon, of which 17.65 cents
goes to the state, 6.35 cents goes to counties and cities, 0.75 cents goes to the State Petroleum
Clean-up Trust Fund, and 0.055 cents goes to inspection fees for imported gasoline.




Local Funding: Local sources are used primarily for improving the mobility of local residents, which
largely involves passenger rail projects, although they can be used for freight projects (e.g., gradecrossing improvements, rail relocation projects, etc.). Potential sources of local funding can include the
following:
 Bonds: Locally-issued bonds can be backed by general-fund revenues, property taxes, sales
taxes, or impact fees that are charged to developers, and other user fees;
 Tax Increment Financing (TIF): TIF is a local economic development financing tool used at the
discretion of the municipality in conjunction with other local taxing authorities, e.g., county
governments, community college districts, school, and hospital districts, etc.; and
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Donation: Land and/or buildings that local governments own, which are located on or adjacent
to a transportation facility can be donated to encourage development, which can generate
property and sales tax revenues.

Private Sector Financing - Public-Private Partnerships (P3): These contractual agreements can be
formed between a public agency and a private sector entity that allow for greater private sector
participation in the delivery and financing of transportation projects.
The New Heldrich State Freight Plan will provide recommendations for how all of the funding and
financing sources listed above can be used to execute the prioritized list of freight projects. Since
funding sources vary by mode and project purpose, The Plan’s prioritized project list will need to include
an assessment of how the various funding sources can be utilized to accomplish as many of the projects
as possible. In particular, the Plan should look for projects where a relatively small commitment of local,
State or Federal funding can attract P3s and complete a project more quickly than would be possible
otherwise.

8. Develop and Present Implementation Plan
The final tasks are the development of a set of implementable projects and suggested statewide and
regional policies to advance the Plan. The strategies recommended in Task 5 will be pulled together to
create an integrated, comprehensive plan. This includes a prioritization of specific freight improvement
needs, as well as a roadmap of economic, policy, and funding-related actions necessary to achieve
these anticipated outcomes.
Identify a recommended suite of solutions
Using the identified solutions in Task 5, develop prioritized list of projects and work with the Freight
Advisory Committee and the Agricultural Region Freight Group to prioritize specific projects that
contribute to an integrated freight plan for the state and Agricultural Region.
Identify types and severity of Environmental Impacts
As part of the identification of a suite of strategies and projects, an overview of environmental
considerations should be developed. This will include social and cultural resources impacted, as well as
natural environmental considerations. These will be developed at a broad level and will not include
specific mitigation measures.
Identify all funding and finance sources
Inventory and describe the full range of potential funding and finance options available from federal,
state, regional, and local levels, to potential public-private partnership and alternative delivery methods
that could be applied to the overall freight program.
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Complete final report and present to the NHDOT Secretary’s Office
A Final Report and Executive Summary will be prepared that integrates all of the elements previously
described in a condensed and action-oriented fashion. The study results will be presented to key
stakeholders and the NHDOT Secretary and Deputy Secretaries through both in-person and webinar
presentations. Summary-level presentations and public-friendly documents will be prepared for NHDOT
to continue informing different audiences on the outcomes of the study such as technical actions
required of state and regional agencies, broad policy decisions oriented toward state leadership, and
funding needs and anticipated private sector participation.
Freight Transportation policy suggestions will be compiled into reasonable and implementable report
and executive summary. The proposed Freight Plan should be developed with a work plan schedule to
be completed within 18 months from the Notice to Proceed date. These final documents will be
reviewed by the State Freight Advisory Committee and recommended for adoption to the NHDOT.

Conclusion
This proposal for a New Heldrich Statewide Freight Plan provides a framework for developing an
intermodal strategic plan to address the freight transportation needs and options within the State in
order to further economic development. Through the development of freight transportation policy,
project selection, and prioritization, the Plan provides a long term strategy for utilizing all available
funding/financing resources to accomplish needed freight improvements as expeditiously as possible.
The Plan ensures widespread acceptance through extensive stakeholder interviews and outreach,
including a State Freight Advisory Committee and Agriculture Region Freight Groups. All freight modes
are included in the plan development, as is an in-depth assessment of the environmental impacts of any
planned improvements.
The proposed plan development will result in a final report that will benefit freight users throughout the
State, particularly agricultural shippers that depend on diverse transportation and freight infrastructure
facilities to get their projects to domestic and international markets. Implementing this plan will help
consolidate the recent gains in the State’s agriculture economy, and contribute to regional economic
development for decades to come by protecting and further developing New Heldrich’s core industries.
This includes identification and prioritization of infrastructure projects necessary to enable continued
growth of New Heldrich in agriculture to maintain access to worldwide markets.
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AGENDA


Introduction



Regional Overview



Proposal – New Heldrich DOT Statewide & Regional Freight Plan


Project Scoping/Kickoff Meeting



Stakeholder Outreach/Involvement Plan



Strategic Goals



Evaluate Current Conditions & Trends



Identify Data, Issues, & Recommendations from Previous Studies



Potential Funding Sources



Develop & Present Implementation Plan



Conclusion



Questions/Comments
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INTRODUCTION










The New Heldrich Department of Transportation (NHDOT) located in the
Central Region access several modes including major interstates, port,
railroad and aviation access.
NHDOT Statewide Freight Plan to establish policy involving freight service
for local, state and federal transportation investments, and enhance the
freight network to further economic development and growth within New
Heldrich.
The economic viability of the State is predominantly agriculture based and
without a reliable and efficient network to move goods economic growth
cannot be supported.
The rise in agriculture export demand has strained the state supply chain
infrastructure, demonstrating that regional economic development
depends on enhanced as well as diverse transportation options.
The NHDOT Strategic plan embarks to achieve the needs and goals as
well as future agricultural and economic growth with in the state of New
Heldrich.
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REGIONAL OVERVIEW


Agriculturally Based


Diverse & Niche Products



Growth prompts concern for transportation network



Transportation Modes Available


Highway



Rail



Water



Air

Farms

Transportation
Network

Consumer
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PROPOSAL: PLAN GOALS


Builds upon previous economic policy



Sets Priorities for Freight and Freight investment at all
levels



Support Statewide priorities for economic growth



Target Agricultural Region



Supports and utilizes statewide freight infrastructure



Connects New Heldrich regions and regional facilities



Identifies specific strategies for enhancement of the
Agricultural Region



Identifies potential projects and their impacts
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CONDUCT PROJECT SCOPING / KICKOFF MEETING
 Scoping

the Freight Plan



Key NHDOT Staff – Deputy Secretary
for Planning and others - kickoff



Scope



Schedule



Management Plan
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DEFINING THE STEERING COMMITTEES


State Freight Advisory Committee structure



Agricultural Region Freight Group members



Kickoffs for each groups and schedule



NHDOT oversight roles for staff
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STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH/ INVOLVEMENT PLAN
Potential State Freight Advisory Committee Members
Private Sector

Dairy Farmers of
America
FedEx Freight
Ingram Barge
Kinder Morgan
Energy Partners
NH Industrial
Center
NH Pipeline LLC
(Holly Energy)
Union Pacific Rail
Road
UPS Freight
Vintners Cellar
Winery Franchise
XYZ Trucking

HYPOTHETICAL

Public Sector

NH Commission on
Economic
Development
NH Farm Bureau
NHP
Port of NH
Port of South
Beach
Regional
Transportation
Commission of
Northern NH
Regional
Transportation
Commission of
Southern NH
TRB Freight
Systems

State/National
Advisory
Participants
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Associations

Expert Advisor Groups: State Freight
Advisory Committee and
Agriculture Region Freight Group



Port of NH Port
authority and
terminal operators

Private Sector Stakeholder
Interviews



Product
manufacturer
owners in the
region

Public Meetings – Capture input to
populate policy matrix

Committee Member Roles:

Airport operators

AWO

Farm owners in the
region

CAA

ADOT

NH Chamber of
Commerce

IRPT
ITTS
Mid-America
Freight Coalition

UDOT

NH Commercial
Vehicle Safety
Alliance

I-95 Corridor
Coalition

NH Environmental
Justice Alliance

EPA

NH Trucking
Association

ODOT



AASHTO Freight

U.S. Department of
Transportation,
Federal Highways
Administration and
Maritime
Administration

IDOT

Agriculture Region
Freight Group

Engage the Public and Private Sectors
in developing the plan through:

Industrial park
owner – Town of
Old Heldrich



Input for project prioritization



Regional perspective

NH Truck Safety
Coalition



Best practices

Soy Transportation
Coalition
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System needs and deficiencies



Final review

Rail operators
servicing the
agricultural region

STRATEGIC GOALS AND STRATEGY MAP
Develop Strategic Goals & a Policy Matrix


Forecast current and future freight
transportation needs



Identify regional transportation challenges



Determine users’ desired outcomes for plan
and freight projects



Measure economic impact of regional
freight movements



Propose actions and projects to meet
desired end state
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EXAMPLE POLICY MATRIX
Challenge

Desired Outcome

Potential Program/Project

Rail congestion due to
domestic crude moving on
many of the rail lines

Reduce congestion and
improve rail reliability

Work with RailX and South Rail to
coordinate dispatching and utilize
existing sidings to move time-sensitive
crops

Highway system preservation

Maintain or improve
system condition

• Continued maintenance of key freight
corridors
• Investments in structurally deficient
facilities

Aging maritime assets – both
locks for water movements and
intermodal connector roads
between the ports and major
shipper facilities

Work with Federal, state
and local planners to
prioritize maintenance or
improvement of system
condition

Lock rehabilitation through the Inland
Waterway Trust Fund
Investments in aging surface roads that
connect to the port facilities
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EVALUATE CURRENT CONDITIONS AND TRENDS




Establish baseline conditions – inventory of assets – both for the State and specific
to the agricultural region


Build off stakeholder and public outreach efforts



GIS detailed inventory


Freight corridors and hubs by mode



Intermodal infrastructure



Socioeconomic analysis

Competitive Market Analysis of freight centers


Document patterns, trends, trade flows, hubs, and corridors
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DATA, ISSUES, AND OTHER STUDIES
Let’s not recreate



Review previous studies such as:


Economic Development Study – NHDOT



New Heldrich Statewide Long Range Plan



Agricultural Region Comprehensive Plan



Other New Heldrich MPO studies, etc.



Review other MAP-21 compliant Freight Plans



Use data, findings, and recommendations
as starting point
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EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS


Potential projects – start with STIP projects






Augment with data analysis and stakeholder input

Short term and long term strategies


Estimated costs and proposed funding



Partners

Prioritization Process


Begin with existing STIP projects



Projects weighted on various criteria



Score, rank, and map projects



Divide into 3 Tiers based on MAP-21 eligibility
for increased federal share
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POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Federal Funding : The MAP-21 Act addresses
funding, authorization, and transportation policy. It
consolidated virtually all of the previous federal
highway funding programs into four formula
programs, each of which requires a non-federal
five-percent match.
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THE FOUR FORMULA PROGRAMS
 National

Highway Performance Program

 Highway

Safety Improvement Program

 Surface

Transportation Program

 Congestion

Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program
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FEDERAL GRANTS & LOANS


Transportation Infrastructure Finance Improvement Act (TIFIA) Loans and Credits



US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Community Facilities Direct Loans



Inland Waterways Trust Fund



Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) Grants



Economic Development Administration (EDA) Grants



Freight Intermodal Distribution Pilot Program



Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) funds
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STATE & LOCAL FUNDING


Bonds: State-issued bonds



Act 89 providing $750M for Highway and Bridge Infrastructure investment



Tax Collections



Bonds: Locally-issued bonds



Tax Increment Financing (TIF)



Donation to encourage development, which can generate property
and sales tax revenues.
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DEVELOP AND PRESENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN


Development of a set of Implementable Projects and
statewide and regional policies to advance the Plan



Prioritization of Specific Freight Improvements



Identify a Recommended Suite of Solutions and Develop Prioritized
List of Projects



Identify types and severity of Environmental Impacts



Identify all Funding and Finance Sources



Complete Final Report and Present to the NHDOT Secretary’s Office
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CONCLUSION
►

The proposal for a New Heldrich Statewide Freight Plan provides a
framework for developing an intermodal strategic plan to address the
freight transportation needs and options within the State in order to further
economic development.

►

The proposed plan development will result in a final report that will benefit
freight users throughout the State.

►

The development of freight transportation policy, project selection, and
prioritization, the Plan provides a long term strategy for utilizing all available
funding/financing resources to accomplish needed freight improvements
as expeditiously as possible.

►

Prioritization of infrastructure projects necessary to enable continued
growth of New Heldrich.
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QUESTIONS???

Group 2: Bill, Thanh, Stephen, Keith, Jacqueline, & Andrea!
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Project: Mitigating Truck
Traffic Innovatively
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Capstone Project Group 3: Laurie Carlson, Chris
Dingman, Andrew Folz, Brian Hunter, Sandra
Rothbard and Seneca Sok

CONTENT DISCLAIMER: This document contains hypothetical problems, situations and issues. This
document is not affiliated with any city or metropolitan planning organization.
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Executive Summary
This paper aims to inform Charlestown Mayor Seneca Smith, and leadership within the Charlestown
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) about different options to managing truck traffic
effectively throughout the City of Charlestown, USA. Due to the influx in population growth, limited
infrastructure, historic land-use restrictions and growing constraints and freight demand, the
Charlestown MPO is suggesting alternative options for addressing these capacity issues to better suit the
needs of its community. This paper proposes alternatives for mitigating the truck traffic congestion with
case studies and best practices from European cities. These options include: delivery lockers, modal
emphasis planning, infrastructure adjustments, truck transloading and car restricted zones.
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Charlestown’s rich history comes from its ties to industry, people and events. The City of Charlestown
has developed from the earliest colonial times to today and is continuing to thrive as a charming and
unique community. Many of the original buildings and roadways from the colonial times have been
preserved and become a signature visitor attraction to tourism. Charlestown boasts numerous shops,
restaurants, businesses and residential areas alike becoming a vibrant urban hub within the last two
decades. Much of the 10 percent population growth over the last decade is attributed to an influx of
young professionals and their families. Residential occupancy is at an all- time high with rental prices
reaching a steady peak. In fact, this surge in occupancy has sparked investment within Charlestown to
expand housing and business.
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The population increase is shaping future mobility choice in transportation. Residents are advocating for
more livability within the community and have formed coalitions and residential groups to voice their
opinions on changes that need to be made within the City. Issues such as accommodating bicyclist, car
diets and pedestrian-friendly farmers markets, community festivals, families and children walking to
school and food truck events are just a few examples. The Charlestown community and business sector
are vouching for these fresh and locally sourced materials. However, as population increases, goods
movement also increases within the area. Unfortunately, this has caused capacity strains within the
transportation system of Charlestown. E-commerce and delivery of consumer goods is on the rise
reflecting trends being seen in similar sized cities in the region by multiple MPOs. These developments,
coupled with overall traffic congestion, have created significant mobility issues within the Charlestown
urbanized area.
The Charlestown Area Metropolitan Planning Organization is the federally-designated transportation
planning agency for approximately 1,500 square miles and more than 1.2 million people throughout the
counties of Hunter, Folz, and Rothbard.
The MPO serves as a regional forum contributing to issues such as transportation, land use, economic
development, the environment, safety, and security. There are many interests represented including
federal and state transportation officials, transit agencies, locally elected leaders, local planning and
public works directors, the private sector, and citizens. The Charlestown Area MPO is comprised of a
Policy Committee, a Technical Advisory Committee, and staff.
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The Policy Committee is made up of elected officials or their designees for each of the three MPO
counties as well as the cities in those counties with a population in excess of residents. Members from
the Federal Highway Administration, the Federal Transit Administration, and the regional economic
development agency also participate but do not have voting rights.
The Technical Committee is comprised of planning, public works staff, historical preservation, economic
development staff and engineers from the same agencies represented by the Policy Committee. The
Technical Committee works very closely with MPO staff on the projects required as part of the
transportation planning process. The Technical Committee makes recommendations for the
consideration of the Policy Committee
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Both committees meetings are open to the public and provide a forum for transportation stakeholders
to collaborate on matters related to regional transportation policy, planning, and funding. The MPO has
a Public Participation Plan, which details specific criteria, direction and details for engaging the public.
Additionally, the plan specifies how public input will be integrated into the transportation planning and
project development process.
The MPO Staff works closely with both committees by providing planning, technical assistance, and
administration of the program for the region. Staff and committees jointly develop the region’s longrange transportation plan, the short range Transportation Improvement Program, and the annual
Unified Planning Work Program.
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This organizational structure described above will be leveraged by the MPO staff to gather input from
stakeholders as practices that might be considered for implementation are explored.

H

•
The MPO currently has a Freight Committee made up of representatives from the Policy and
Technical Committees. There are also other stakeholders including private sector interests, the area
Chamber of Commerce, the State of East Carlson DOT, economic developers, and staff. The Freight
Committee will serve as a key input source as the MPO explores innovative strategies to mitigate truck
congestion. The Freight Committee has recently entered into a contract with a national firm that has
expertise in developing MPO freight plans. This firm will be working with committee members to collect
and analyze data and make suggestions about possible freight related solutions.
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•

The MPO is in the process of developing their 2016-2019 Transportation Improvement Program
as well as their 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan.
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Figure 1: Charlestown MPO Structure
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The Charlestown Area MPO seeks to create a more accessible, sustainable, prosperous and livable
region. As community stewards, it is important that we maintain our historic urban charm, sustain
community livability, promote business and addressing these infrastructure challenges. Table 1 below
depicts a snapshot of the options explored within this paper.
Table 1: Option Breakdown
Cost to Implement

Implementation
Timeframe

Dropbox or Locker
Delivery Service

TBD based on P3
Involvement

Short-term1

Modal Emphasis Plan

$150,000; cost to
implement is provided as
part of the proposed
study and will incorporate
budgets and plans

Infrastructure
Adjustments: Reversible
Lanes, Ramp Meters,
Speed Limits

$5,000,000
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Short-term for study;
other plans in the study
will vary
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Mid-term2

TBD; needs further
research

Long-term3

Car Restricted Zones

$4,000,000

Mid-term

No Cost

No Timeframe

H

Truck Transloading

Do Nothing

1

Short-term: 1-5 years
Mid-term: 5-15 years
3
Long-term: 20-30 years
2
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OPTION 1: Delivery Lockers
Introduction: With online shopping on the rise more Americans are ordering goods online, resulting in
an increase in package delivery and truck trips primarily into residential sections of Charlestown. In
addition to this shift, more and more people are moving to urban areas where there is a lack of
driveways and front doors where packages can be left if no one is home. In addition to residential needs,
commercial business deliveries cause traffic delays when trucks are competing with other road uses.

AL

The result is several rounds of missed deliveries which adds to congestion on streets, added vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) and of course, customer frustration. A delivery locker system is an alternative for
those who want to send and receive packages from a location other than home or business. This type of
system is especially helpful for those who frequently receive packages during the day and are not
available or do not have a doorman/front desk to accept any deliveries. Delivery lockers enable
customers to receive their packages on their own time by delivering packages to strategic stations
where they can pick up within a few days of delivery.
How It Works: Users can use automated stations with various
locker sizes to pick up packages on the way home, on the way
to work, during lunch, etc. Ideal locations are those that are
accessible 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Implementation of this
option could include funding from private partners to decrease
the cost of establishing the delivery locker system and establish
new partnerships for the City of Charlestown. Locker locations
can include collaborations with existing facilities such as drug
stores, supermarkets, banks, parking garages, malls and transit
hubs. In addition, many delivery lockers can be located outside with security camera systems monitoring
around the clock. Some may be located inside existing post offices particularly where lobbies are open
24/7. This system is currently in place in multiple European countries and is making its way into the US
market.
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Figure 6: User Parcel Locker Pick
Up
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Figure 7: PostNord Example for Parcel Box Orders and Pick-Up

Cost: Delivery Locker costs are usually incurred by the postal provider, which can be a private company
or the public postal agency. The main costs include space rental, wireless connectivity and electricity.
The initial investments for these areas can be high. Vendors would continue to deal with liability
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insurance, incorrect deliveries and damaged boxes as they currently do. 4 Some vendors charge users a
fee for each package received which can help offset costs, though many offer the service free of charge.5
Benefits: A more efficient supply chain for the delivery of goods means fewer trucks; fewer VMT and
less stress on the transportation network. In addition, the reduction in missed deliveries results in happy
customers.
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Receiver - There are numerous deliveries made to businesses that do not require the immediate use
of the product. As a result, lockers can be used during off hours to deliver non- perishable and nonurgent goods. The NYC Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) ran a pilot off hour delivery
program and found many benefits for receivers including more time spent on customers instead of
waiting for deliveries.6 For residents the benefits are obvious. Knowing that you can retrieve your
package on your time is incredible beneficial. Even residences with doormen on staff are becoming
overwhelmed by the number of packages being delivered and have turned to delivery lockers as a
solution.7
Provider/Carrier – Costs are reduced because deliveries can be made more efficiently. For the first
mile, routes can be more effectively designed due to fewer stops. For the last mile, the savings are
large as there are fewer receiver locations (they are concentrated at one site). Consolidation of
stops and routes reduces VMT and the number of trucks and staffing costs required. If they are
placed in areas accessible 24/7, the off-hour delivery component would greatly increase the
benefits. According to NYCDOT, drivers traveling in the off hour experience “much faster travel
speeds, much lower congestion, a large increase in available parking, much lower levels of stress, a
lower amount of time to deliver product, a lower amount of time to complete a route and an
increased feeling of safety.”8
Sender - Businesses benefit with a reduction in returned product due to inability to deliver as
well as a more satisfied customer.9
City – Quality of life for residents and workers is improved due to less congestion on the roads and
less frustration due to a lack of missed deliveries.
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European Models: The German DHL Packstation System is one of the most successful examples of
delivery lockers in Europe. Established in 2002, this system is supported by the business arm of Deutsche
Post (the successor to the privatized German mail system). DHL has now turned toward designing their
own lockers to fit the needs of their customers (versus solely relying on locker vendors) based on user
feedback. In addition, an international expansion has moved into the Netherlands and Italy.
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https://www.dhl-discoverlogistics.com/cms/en/course/technologies/reinforcement/first.jsp
http://www.economist.com/node/21560918?frsc=dg|a
6
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/motorist/offhoursdelivery.shtml
7
http://www.betaboston.com/news/2015/06/24/locker-tech-companies-try-to-solve-apartment-delivery-hassles/
8
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/motorist/offhoursdelivery.shtml
9
https://www.dhl-discoverlogistics.com/cms/en/course/technologies/reinforcement/first.jsp
5
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Table 2: DHL Packstation System 2014 Figures10
Key Figures
Total number of stations
Total number of locker
compartments
Number of cities with Packstation
locations
Percent of population living within
ten minutes of a Packstation
Number of registered customers

2,650
250,000
1,600
90%
> 5,000,000
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A DHL report highlights an added benefit. It states that deliveries to residences are four times the cost of
deliveries to companies. They cite the growth in ecommerce and the fact that some products are
supplied by other customers (in the case where individuals are selling their own products online such as
used books, homemade crafts, etc.) resulting in a unique C2C path. 11
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Figure 8: DHL Packstation
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Charlestown: Because Charlestown is a thriving metropolis with a growing millennial population known
for its online shopping habits, delivery lockers would be very beneficial as a means of reducing
congestion throughout the city. In addition, used by businesses as an off-hour delivery vehicle, lockers
can support the reduction in VMT, double parking and emissions that will improve the flow of traffic and
quality of life for residents and workers. If Charlestown decides to pursue delivery lockers as a
transportation and economic strategy, the City would need to review the various vendors currently in
the market and develop an economic plan to incentivize their placement throughout the city. If
accepted as a truck reduction strategy, lockers should be located in busy areas with high pedestrian
traffic including transit hubs and pedestrian plazas. If necessary, a local pilot and/or study of deliveries
can be conducted to identify the need for lockers and ideal placement locations.
Please see Appendix A (attached) for additional information and examples.

10
11

http://www.dhl.com/en/press/releases/releases_2014/group/dp_dhl_packstation.html
https://www.dhl-discoverlogistics.com/cms/en/course/technologies/reinforcement/first.jsp
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OPTION 2: Modal Emphasis Plan
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Introduction: As a vibrant walkable community it is important to provide a safe and productive roadway
system for all Charlestownians. The network users include pedestrians, bicyclists, transit, personal autos
and trucks. While all users should be accommodated on every road it is important to ensure that both
freight movement considerations and community livability objectives are balanced by promoting and
selecting strategies that provide a higher quality of service for the intended user of that roadway. One
method to balance these competing needs is to create a well thought out modal emphasis plan. A
modal emphasis plan provides transportation planners and engineers direction on which user should
take priority. This option takes on a more holistic approach to mitigating the truck traffic and
congestion by enabling the city to better allocate their resources in an effective manner while still
providing all users of the transportation system with roadways that are designed and built to serve the
needs of themselves and the community. The city will be able to determine where to provide
infrastructure improvements that encourage truck movements in the urban core.
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How it Works: The focus of a modal emphasis plan is to determine how and where the community
wants to accommodate all users of the transportation network to provide safe, environmentally friendly
and efficient operations while also allowing for economic growth in the city. One key part of a modal
emphasis plan is to determine where you want delivery trucks and thru trucks to be and where you
would discourage them. This varies from the traditional No-Truck Route plans that only determined
where you do not want trucks. Many times parallel facilities will need to be designed to accommodate
commercial users. If Street A in the map below is the designated walkable corridor, then street B or C
will need to be designed to allow trucks to make deliveries to the businesses that serve the area.
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Figure 2: Example of Modal Emphasis Planning

While this is an oversimplification of the plan it does show that the impacts made to street A by making
it a pedestrian oriented facility have impacts beyond that roadway. Investments will need to be made
to streets B and C in order to accommodate the displaced users of street A.
Cost: The cost of creating a modal emphasis plan is relatively minor. It can be done as part of a
comprehensive plan update or as part of the city’s transportation plan. The estimated project cost of
the plan is $150,000 and can be conducted by the consultant that is currently under contract through
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the General Planning Consultant contract. The expense of infrastructure modifications or construction to
accommodate your desired users will need to be estimated within the modal emphasis plan.
Benefits: Providing each mode of transportation with a network of facilities that are designed to afford
them a high quality of service every economic sector can flourish by:




AL




Providing geographically close alternative roadways that easily accommodate trucks you allow
deliveries to be made in a productive manner.
Minimizing trucks movements on the pedestrian boulevards allows for designs of these facilities
that provide safe and comfortable accommodations for people on foot or bicycling.
Encouraging people to congregate within your walkable commercial core eating at restaurants,
shopping in the retail establishments and attending civic events.
Reducing emissions and clean air concerns on these pedestrian boulevards.
Additional on-street parking or landscaping details provide another visual buffer to separate the
pedestrians from the roadway.
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Figure 3: Pavia, Italy Modal Emphasis Example
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European Examples: The city of Pavia in Italy has established a map showing their urban roadways
modal emphasis. The purple and blue roads are pedestrian zones with the green roads reserved for
circulation and deliveries. The orange roads have been designated as through traffic arterials.
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Figure 4: Brecia, Italy Modal Emphasis Example

The city of Brescia in Italy has established an urban roadway network plan with yellow and red roads
serving as the pedestrian facilities and the green roads serving as access and freight delivery roadways.
Charlestown: In Charlestown the existing land use and roadway infrastructure would need to be
analyzed to determine the appropriate function of each facility. The walkable commercial areas would
need to be identified as well as the roadways that would need to be available for delivery usage. The
walkable commercial areas should be easy to identify as these facilities are already serving that function.
They key is to remove the incompatible function from those roadways. The map below shows the
commercial areas that the city may want to encourage as livable corridors marked in purple. Once those
roadways are defined we can map out the roadways that would function as delivery corridors, marked
in red below. These corridors do not need to become urban thoroughfares with 14 foot lanes but they
should be designed and built to allow the drivers of urban delivery trucks to be comfortable. These
include slightly widened turn radii, 12 foot lanes, off-road freight loading zones, increased vertical
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clearances, positive truck guidance signage, wider driveways, signal phasing to reduce idling, and
mountable curbs in the medians. Design considerations should be chosen based on making accessibility
and comfort for truck drivers the priority, we should make accommodations on these facilities for safe
passage by other users but they should not be the primary focus.
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On the facilities that are designated as walkable commercial areas we should utilize roadway design
considerations that make truck drivers safe but somewhat uncomfortable. These design considerations
can include narrow lanes, paint- stripping, on-street parking, landscaped medians, pavement bulb-outs,
non-phased signal timing and limited vertical clearances. All of these items will visually and physically
direct the truck drivers back to the roads that they should be using while still allowing them to access
these facilities if necessary during non-restricted hours. These design considerations will also have the
opposite effect on pedestrians, cyclists and transit (bus) users. By designing roads that buffer them from
traffic, have wide sidewalks and businesses near the sidewalk we make them feel comfortable and
visually communicate our desire to have them use these facilities in Charlestown.

Purple = Walkable Commercial Corridors
Red = Freight Delivery Corridors
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Figure 5: Charlestown Example Rendering for Modal Emphasis Planning

In order for this to be a successful initiative in Charlestown we will need to engage many groups from
various backgrounds. These groups include the Visitors Bureau, Truck Drivers, Delivery Companies,
Commercial Establishment Operators, Chamber of Commerce, Land Use Planners and Traffic Engineers
as well as the community. From the trucking and freight participants we can find out which routes they
are currently using, what types of accommodations they would like and how often they make deliveries
to the region. The commercial establishment operators will be able to help us clarify where the business
district is and which roads they consider vital to their operations. The economic groups input needs to
include the growth potential for the region so we can consider future conditions as well.
The key outreach efforts necessary to successfully engage our stakeholders include:



Interviews with downtown merchants
Interviews with delivery drivers
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Interviews with downtown residents
Surveys sent to all households and businesses within 2 miles of urban core
Stakeholder open house or charrette
Sidewalk surveys to determine downtown users opinion and desires
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All of these stakeholder outreach opportunities can be conducted through the Freight Advisory
Committee to leverage their knowledge and contacts in the region. These outreach tasks are included in
the $150,000 consultant cost estimate.
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OPTION 3: Infrastructure Adjustments
This section address the freight capacity issues related to the goods movement within Charlestown. The
information below discusses three sub options for consideration for planning for infrastructure
adjustments. The first is reversible lanes that change direction based on travel and vehicle demand.
Second is ramped meters used to delay the flow of traffic onto the Interstates. Last, speed limit
reduction within dense urban parts of Charlestown.
Reversible Lanes
Introduction: Reversible lanes are designated lanes that change direction of travel based on vehicle
demand. These lanes are typically found in the center lane or lanes in a major arterial where at least
two-thirds of the traffic is headed one direction.
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How it works: The reversible lane can be delineated by traffic signals or signage above the lane or by
movable barriers separating opposing lanes of traffic. During peak demand, the higher demand
direction of travel is given the extra lane or lanes. The arterials leading to downtown commercial
districts from suburban residential areas typically have heavy flow into downtown during the morning
peak time and back out to the residential area during the afternoon peak time.
If the arterial street had five lanes (2 in each direction with a two-way left turn lane) the road would be
given extra capacity by changing the center lane to a
Figure 9: Reversible Lane
reversible lane. The reversible lane would be a travel
lane during peak demand (morning and afternoon) with
the ability to turn the lane back to a two-way left turn
lane during non-peak time.

H

Figure 10: Reversible Lane with Signage

Cost & benefits: The benefit of the reversible lane is that
the lane to be used is already built. This reduces
construction effort considerably as signage and/or
mobile barriers would be the only addition
needed. Roads with little right of way would also benefit
from this approach, as no new land is needed. While less
expensive, this approach may cause some confusion for
tourists or new residents that are not accustomed to this
type of roadway.

European Examples: Three examples of reversible lanes
(tidal flow in the UK) found in the UK are A38 north of
Birmingham, A61 Queens Road in Sheffield, and the
A470 North Road in Cardiff, Wales. The A38 has seven
lanes, four lanes travel south in the morning and two
lanes travel south. The process is reversed in the
evening. The center lane is maintained as a safety
buffer. A61 has one reversible lane with four total lanes
and no buffer lane. The A470 has three lanes, one of
which is reversible. While not a European example, a unique case study of reversible lanes is San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge. Bridges being incredibly expensive to modify, it made sense to reverse
flow when needed on this bridge into San Francisco. In the morning, the six- lane bridge is divided with
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two lanes heading north and four heading south into the city. A special “zipper truck” drives down the
reversible lane when it is time to switch flow and grabs the heavy barriers separating traffic and moves
them from one side of the lane to the other.
Charlestown: The next step in Charlestown is to find eligible candidate roads that could be converted to
reversible lane use. Bridges connecting the downtown to suburban areas would be ideal candidates for
this process as bridge decks are prohibitively expensive to widen. Arterials that feed suburban
neighborhood traffic into the core of the commercial district are generally the best candidates as
neighborhoods generate trips in the morning than terminate in dense commercial districts. The reverse
is then true in the evening as those who live in the neighborhoods return.
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Ramp Meters
Introduction: Ramp meters delay the flow of traffic onto freeways to ensure spacing between vehicles
and reduce the effects of entering vehicles on freeway congestion. Freeways operate efficiently when
speeds are constant. If vehicles merging from the on-ramps slow the traffic already on the freeway
inefficiencies occur slowing the speeds across all lanes. 13 states and many countries in Europe
currently use ramp meters to address this issue.
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How it works: Ramp meter signals are traffic
signals that stop traffic entering the freeway
via a ramp and let only one vehicle at a time
use the ramp to enter the freeway. This
prevents a large volume of traffic from
flowing into a congested freeway
unrestricted and slowing down the freeway
as it operates over capacity temporarily to
deal with the additional vehicles. Also as
vehicles on the freeway slow to allow vehicle
to enter from the ramp the lane speed slows.
Secondary reactions from drivers behind the
Figure 11: How Ramp Signals Work (NZ Transport Agency)
slowed traffic then move to another lane
adding to the capacity in that lane and slowing the traffic the next lane and causing additional
slowdowns as this action repeats across all lanes on the freeway. The now over capacity situation
causes a bottleneck at the on-ramp which adds further delays as the effects ripple backwards along the
freeway.
Cost & benefits: There is little construction expense that goes into ramp metering as the road
infrastructure does not change. Ramp metering does require computerized management along with
equipment to detect freeway speeds and volumes but some of this equipment may already be in use.
The overall benefit to the system is that freeway flow is optimized and flow remains constant, which
prevents congestion.
European Examples: Several sites in the EU have tested this transportation technique including in
Germany, the UK, the Netherlands, and France. All locations have reported local and regional decline in
congestion on metered highways. Economic and social benefits were also reported due to shortened
commute times and less maintenance required on affected roadways.
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Charlestown: The next step for Charlestown is to determine if ramp metering is useful on any beltline or
other freeway systems nearby. Further coordination with the state department of transportation (DOT)
would be necessary as the DOT is most likely the responsible agency for freeways in the state.
Speed Limits
Introduction: Lowering the speed limits in dense urban areas has been shown to reduce accidents in
number and intensity while not noticeably increasing trip times. This is due to lower speeds resulting in
fewer accidents (longer response times) and less catastrophic incidents (less speed results in less energy
dissipated in a collision).
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How it works: When London lowered its speed limit in densely populated areas, the frequency of
accidents resulting in injuries dropped dramatically along the streets in those areas. Another study
showed similar results and concludes that pedestrians struck at 40 mph have ~80% likelihood of death
where pedestrians struck at 20 mph have ~5% likelihood of death. With higher speeds drivers have
significantly less reaction time to avoid a collision. Lower speeds also make pedestrians more
comfortable using sidewalks near traffic and can help businesses with storefronts along these streets.
Despite preconceptions that lower speed limits increase trip times, studies have found that trip time
increases only slightly along the areas with lower speeds. Traffic engineers studying this topic suggested
that the negligible increase is due to speed limits optimizing the flow along those routes and eliminating
much of the stop and go traffic. Routes near the slower speed limits do not experience more traffic but
instead also slow down resulting in similar benefits.
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Cost & benefits: The benefits are a safer downtown area for very little investment other than political
capital. Some commuters will disagree with the idea that lower speeds will not alter their trip times
noticeably and may protest the change but studies have shown otherwise.
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European Examples: The speed limits in the metropolitan areas in London, UK have been lowered in
several areas. These areas were studied and analyzed leading to discovery of much of the information
presented previously.
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Charlestown: Identify streets in downtown Charlestown that have high accident rates and determine if
speed was a factor. Enforcement of the new lower speed limits is important to changing the culture so
increased police presence may be needed initially as well.
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OPTION 4: Truck Transloading
Introduction: Keeping larger trucks out to do the delivery without having the big trucks in the
neighborhood to preserve historical value of the town.
The European Model12, incorporated by the European Parliament is the proposed solution for
Charlestown’s current movement of traffic through the historic urban setting. The Incentive Program
will support the movement of freight in the various capacities, which include but not be limited to the
transportation of freight across the major roadways and infrastructures; including the small cities and
towns roadways, the railways, seaports, and also the air. The goal for managing the truck traffic in
Charlestown, is to provide the movement of goods/freight without drastically increasing the bottom
line. This consequently, is often a direct result of the shipping mode required/selected for the delivery of
the item.
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Freight travel has been consistently increasing in size and capacity, which as a result to the heavy loads
and increased travel. The amount of damage to the existing infrastructure and roadways has drastically
impacted the safety of traveling public creating a financial burden on the Charlestown’s Maintenance
Department trying to maintain the roadways for safe passage. In order to protect our highways and the
traveling public, from a potential roadway collapse, a new perspective for the transportation of the
goods suggested is utilizing the delivery of goods by freight on the roadways was reviewed, the best
solution that came from this review is being recommended for consideration, is for Charlestown to
utilize the European Model.




Offer a high level of mobility to people and businesses throughout the Union. The availability of
affordable and high-quality transport solutions contributes vitally to achieving the free flow of
people, goods and services, to improving social and economic cohesion, and to ensuring the
competitiveness of European industry.
Protect the environment, ensure energy security, promote minimum labor standards for the sector
and protect the passenger and the citizen.
Innovate in support of the first two aims of mobility and protection by increasing the efficiency and
sustainability of the growing transport sector.”13
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How It Works: The objectives that have been identified in the European Union’s policy on the transport
of freight demonstrate a similar goals and outcomes that the Mayor we believe is looking to achieve for
Charlestown. These objectives are stated to “provide Europeans with efficient, effective transportation
systems that:

12

Source: “Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament – Keep Europe Moving- Sustainable mobility for
our continent Mid-term review of the European Commission’s 2001 Transport White Paper” {Sec (2006) 768}. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ES/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52006DC0314&from=EN
13
Source: “Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament – Keep Europe Moving- Sustainable mobility for
our continent Mid-term review of the European Commission’s 2001 Transport White Paper” {Sec (2006) 768}. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ES/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52006DC0314&from=EN
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This model closely represents what the Mayor’s interest would be for Charlestown and is represented in
the European system that does provide a best-fit solution for the transportation of goods that are being
delivered into Charlestown. The environmental benefits will also be seen in the results of reduced
omissions in the air quality. These results will be seen immediately and will follow with future air quality
improvements as the project continues into the future. The European Model also shows that the policy
in the social realm promoted employment, which was better suited for the workers in transportation
fields. The policy also highlights the protection in means of safety and security to the citizens as
consumers and as users of the new system.
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Benefits: The benefits that are derived from this policy as indicated above range from the reduction of
pollution and noise, providing the community with both, better working and living conditions, along with
a safer and more secured environment for the residents and workers to work and live. The benefits will
expand further into additional economic growth, environmental improvements, and with the continued
development into the transportation innovation.
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Costs: The costs considered by the European Parliament, in terms that stretch beyond the cost benefit
of a dollar. The improved fluidity of freight deliveries reducing the air quality is viewed as a cost benefit
for the reduction now will eliminate the future needs of air quality clean up and the resurfacing of
roadway and infrastructure repairs. The research was looked into as to what the impacts of the
transportation of goods that were affecting the overall flow in the movement of traffic; these were
defined as a “cost to society”14. Both the environmental and safety costs were all taken into account,
then analyzed and adapted into the policy. These concerns were outlined, and then considered as a key
factor that is shared by the Mayor, citizens and private stakeholders involved with the proposed
enhancements for improvements to be adopted by Charlestown.
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Charlestown: The recommended next steps for the implementation of the European Model system to
be incorporated into Charlestown, would be to identify the obstacles, any regulatory issues and the
coordination of agencies beyond the Metropolitan Planner and City Planners, along with the State and
Federal planners that will assist in the bottlenecks of issues; identify the infrastructures and roadways
that would require trans loading of freight along with any hours / days of operation restrictions due to
the fact this would still involve truck traffic to and from the trans loading locations. Determine possible
staging areas for the breakdown of larger truckloads into the smaller truck loads (i.e. tandem trailers)
and if the delivery option is available for the locker parcel delivery option for the trucks to travel to as a
large semi unit vehicle or a smaller transloaded vehicle. Create new modes of door-to-door services
which previously involved transportation of goods via truck/tractor semi unit combination, this will
option help improve the last mile of delivery to the customer while at the same time providing relief and
preservation to the historic urban community of Charlestown.

14

Source: “Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament – Keep Europe Moving- Sustainable mobility for
our continent Mid-term review of the European Commission’s 2001 Transport White Paper” {Sec (2006) 768}. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ES/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52006DC0314&from=EN
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OPTION 5: Car Restricted Zones
Introduction: The historic downtown area of Charlestown would be turned into a car-restricted zone as
a way of severely limiting traffic in this constrained area. The area would be outfitted with improved
transit service to serve employees and patrons of the shops and restaurants in the area as well as
residents.
Assumptions: For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that funding required making transit
improvements and establishing park and ride facilities would need to compete for funding and would
need to include a benefit/cost analysis to be included in the MPOs Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP). Funding needed for additional enforcement and other operational improvements would
be available through a potential tax increment-financing vehicle or through the city’s general fund.
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How It Works: It’s a fairly simple concept—no cars allowed except for special situations. Improved,
higher-frequency transit services would be implemented to allow people to access the area. Park and
ride facilities would be established on the outskirts of the downtown area to provide people timely
access to the 36 square block area. Special exceptions could be made for residents of the downtown
area in the form of a permit that allows those individuals to have cars. The number of permits issued
would be closely monitored and regulated by the City of Charlestown. Input and buy-in from
stakeholders within the car-restricted zone will be key, especially for businesses that operate in the
zone. All attempts to incorporate their suggestions and concerns will be made so that this concept is
workable for all parties.
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Cost: The bulk of the cost would be in the capital and operating expense of providing improved transit
service in the downtown area and developing park and ride facilities linked up to the new transit service.
Costs for additional capital and operating costs would be approximately $4 million in the first year
(mostly due to the one-time expense of new rolling stock purchases) and would decrease significantly in
subsequent years. Other minor costs would be incurred through the effort of communicating such a
significant change in transportation policy for the area through outreach. Enforcing the new policy
would also require cost with some of that being offset by revenue from violations. Other issues such as
signage and pavement marking changes would also result in some cost to the city.
Benefits: Restricted car zones have a number of benefits including less traffic congestion, improved air
quality through a reduction in automobile emissions, better access for delivery vehicles serving
downtown businesses, and a more walkable/bikeable experience for users of the downtown area. We
are not restricting truck access as part of this proposal. One of the major benefits of this approach is to
make it easier for delivery trucks to get access to local businesses.
European Examples
Madrid, Spain: Madrid has already banned most traffic from certain city streets, and this month, the
car-free zone will expand even further. Stretching over more than a square mile, the area will still allow
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neighborhood its own residents to drive, but anyone else who enters will be hit with a fine over $100.
It's one step in a larger plan to completely pedestrianize central Madrid in the next five years.15
Frieburg, Germany: The area of Vauban is one of the largest car-free neighbourhoods in Europe, home
to more than 5,000 people. If you live in the district, you are required to confirm once a year that you do
not own a car – or, if you do own one, you must buy a space in a multi-storey car park on the edge of the
district. One space was initially provided for every two households, but car ownership has fallen over
time, and many of these spaces are now empty. Vehicles are allowed down the residential streets at
walking pace to pick up and deliver, but not to park.16
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Fes-al-Bali, Morocco: Believed to be the largest contiguous car-free area in the world, Fes-al-Bali is a
nearly intact medieval city. With a population of over 150,000 people, the streets are very narrow. The
entire city is still surrounded by high walls penetrated in a relatively few locations by historic city gates.
There is only one large public square of any size, located near the geographic center of the medina. This
area is penetrated by a road that gives access to buses, trucks, taxis, and some private cars. Several
other gates are also open to road traffic, but in all cases these roads penetrate the medina only a short
distance and end at a parking area without connecting to other roads. It is not possible to drive across
the medina. Within the city, almost no freight is delivered by truck, excepting a few areas near the
gates. Several "utility areas" are located just inside or just outside a gate. This is where the change from
motorized to non-motorized transport occurs. From here, freight is delivered by donkey, mule-cart,
handcart, or on shoulders.17
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Milan, Italy: The smoggy city of Milan is testing a new way to keep cars out of the city center: If
commuters leave their vehicles at home, they'll get free public transit vouchers. An Internet-connected
box on the dashboard keeps track of a car's location, so no one can cheat and drive to work. Each day
someone's car stays at home, the city sends a voucher with the same value as a ticket on the bus or
train.18
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Wengen, Switerland: Wengen is located in central Switzerland at an elevation of 1,274 m (4,180 ft.) It
has approximately 1,300 year-round residents, which swells to 5,000 during summer and to 10,000 in
the winter. It is one of very few car-free resort villages in Europe, although there are a few service
vehicles, local farm vehicles, electric vehicles for taxiing to and from the railway station. This creates a
tranquil atmosphere throughout the village and reduces traffic noise. There are a number of villages
with direct access to Wengen and trains or gondolas from these areas run from very early in the
morning to late at night. All freight is delivered by rail from the larger area of Lauterbrunnen into a
depot underneath the passenger railway station, and refuse is returned from the village also by rail.
Every day one or two goods trains goes from Lauterbrunnen to Wengen and back carrying large items
such as furniture.19
15

Source: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3040634/7-cities-that-are-starting-to-go-car-free
Source: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/green-living-blog/2009/oct/29/car-free-cities-neighbourhoods
Source: http://www.carfree.com/fes/
18
Source: http://www.fastcoexist.com/3040634/7-cities-that-are-starting-to-go-car-free
19
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wengen
16
17
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There are a number of US cities that have some form of car-free area. In many cases, the approach
takes the form of an individual street or smaller neighborhood area. It appears that an area as large as
what is being presented here for Charlestown has not yet been tried in a major United States
downtown.
Charlestown: Implementing a car restricted zone in Charlestown would address a number of concerns
being voiced by residents. Calls to close some streets to vehicle traffic, make the downtown area more
pedestrian/bicycle friendly, reduce vehicle emissions and provide a more livable environment would all
be addressed by this approach. The trade-off here is that by making the downtown car restricted, the
City may experience more traffic congestion just outside of the downtown area. Downtown merchants
may also provide pushback on this type of plan as it may reduce the number of customers for those
businesses, especially as people adjust to this new approach.
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There are a number of potential components to the car restricted approach as seen in the World
Examples that are provided here. Some combination of one or all of the examples could be utilized to
address the concerns of residents in Charlestown. It is recommended that extensive public outreach be
conducted prior to any approach being selected. While the residents of the City have been very vocal
about their wants and needs, it appears that the impact of major policy change on area businesses has
not been properly considered. Tourists and visitors to the area will also have opinions on what the
impacts of changing downtown access will be. Receiving buy-in from a broad coalition of stakeholders
could mean the difference between success and failure as it relates to a major shift in policy.
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If the Mayor decides to move forward, a compromise approach in Charlestown might be called for in the
form of a pilot project. The car restricted option could be implemented for a set period of time, by
which the Mayor, City Council, and the MPO can evaluate the impacts of the approach and determine
whether a permanent change is warranted.
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Conclusion: The Charlestown Area MPO seeks to create a more accessible, sustainable, prosperous and
livable region. The Team has explored various innovative options that have been successful in most
cases in Europe. These options are not mutually exclusive and can be mixed and matched accordingly.
Table 3 below identifies the variety of recommendations for the Mayor to choose; however the MPO
advises that more research is needed to determine whether these items are economically feasible and
sound for the infrastructure capacity of Charlestown. Options that the Mayor deems as possible
solutions to mitigating truck traffic should be further explored through a feasibility study before further
actions are required. The MPO can work with the Mayor’s Office to identify potential contractors for
further analysis of the options. Once the feasibility study is complete and recommendations are
identified, the MPO will move forward in working with the Mayor’s Office to hire dedicated staff to
further delve into these recommended options (as identified in the Feasibility Study) by creating an
action plan and making the recommendations into a reality for the city of Charlestown. The Charlestown
MPO will gladly work with the Mayor’s Office to mitigating the truck traffic and congestion barriers
within the City.

Table 3: Options with Strengths, Limitations, Cost and Implementation Timeframe
Strengthens

Limitations

Cost

Dropbox or
Locker Delivery
Service

Low cost and quick
turnaround; easy to
implement

Involves partnerships
with third parties and
private companies

TBD based on P3 Short-term20
Involvement

Modal Emphasis
Plan

Lays the ground work for
future planning and projects

The initial step of many
to address problems

$150,000; cost to
implement is
provided as part
of the proposed
study and will
incorporate
budgets and plans
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Option

Implementation

Short-term for
study; other plans
in the study will
vary

Short-term: 1-5 years
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Some adjustment options
have already established
infrastructure; this tackles the
arterial congestion from the
interstate and connectors

Meter, traffic signal and
installation and
computerized
management may be
costly; may cause some
tourist and visitor
confusion

$5,000,000

Mid-term21

Truck
Transloading

Limit the amount of freight
traffic; reduces damage to
infrastructure; preserve
historic Charlestown

Regulatory cooperation
beyond MPO/City level

TBD; needs
further research

Long-term22

Car Restricted
Zones

Less traffic congestion,
improved air quality, better
access to downtown
businesses

Would need to create a $4,000,000
more robust and higher
frequency transit system

Mid-term

Do Nothing

Remains at status quo

Remains at status quo

No Timeframe

No Cost
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Infrastructure
Adjustments:
Reversible Lanes,
Ramp Meters,
Speed Limits

21
22

Mid-term: 5-15 years
Long-term: 20-30 years
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Appendix A: Further Details on Delivery Lockers
The Team has compiled more research for further details of the delivery locker system and other
examples. Popularity for this system is growing and there has been an increase in knowledge and best
practices of this type of drop box mechanism in many cities not just in Europe but in the United States as
well.
Registration/Membership:
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Most programs require a customer to sign up for a membership in order to use the delivery
locker service. This is usually free and simply requires a few questions to prove identification. In
addition, some programs ask customers to identify their top location(s) as the site of their most
preferred locker station. Finally, customers are asked to choose their method of notification and
reminders. These can usually be via email, text message, etc. which the system will use to alert the
customer that their package has been delivered and, if they have not retrieved the package, how many
days it will remain in the locker.
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Receiving a Package:
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1. When placing an order online, select a delivery locker option instead of a home address. Each
program is different but every member is given detailed instructions on how to address
packages that are to be delivered to a locker.
2. Once the package has been delivered the customer will be notified.
3. The customer usually has a window of a few days to pick up the package (after which it may be
returned to a post office or larger processing center). Upon arrival to the station the customer
can enter an ID code or scan a barcode to identify them via the electronic kiosk (which looks like
an ATM).
4. Once the system recognizes the individual the screen will tell them which locker contains the
package and will then open up the door automatically.
5. The customer retrieves their package and closes to the locker door.
6. The system now has an empty space that can be used for a new package.

Sending a Package:

The process of sending a package using this system usually requires a prepaid return-shipping
label that can be provided by the vendor or printed out at home. Not every system allows for both
receiving and sending packages though most list both options as an ultimate goal.
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Table 1: Additional Research: Repository of International Cases
Name
Postnord Logistics

Location
Norway,
Sweden,
Finland

Details




Source

Part of a larger international logistics
company that specializes in the
Nordic region.
Works primarily with wholesalers,
ecommerce businesses, industrial
and retail companies.

www.postnord.com

Estonia




Started in 2008
Acquired the SmartPOST operation
in 2010

http://uus.smartpost.ee/en/

Groupe La Poste

France



Installs lockers at train stations
around Paris.
Goal is to reach 1,000 locations by
the end of 2016.
Lockers are called Pickup Stations
and are 24/7

http://postandparcel.info/64036/news/comp
anies/la-poste-and-sncf-launching-parcelshops-in-french-stations/
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Itella/SmartPOST

Belgium





118 Locations
Automated
24 hours a day

Austrian Post

Austria





Technology Firm KEBA
Automated lockers since 2013
Goal is 400 installations within a few
years

http://www.postaltechnologyinternational.c
om/news.php?NewsID=62399

Australian Post

Australia





150 Locations across the country
Free
24/7

http://businesslounge.net.au/2014/01/canaustralia-post-parcel-lockers-help-youconvert-more-sales/

Amazon Lockers

USA





Automated
Indoors
Only to be used by Amazon

http://www.amazon.com/b/ref=amb_link_43
2998722_2?ie=UTF8&node=6442600011&pf
_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=merchandi
sed-search4&pf_rd_r=0MHDZRKCGFAGD3N09PTA&pf_r
d_t=101&pf_rd_p=2095935862&pf_rd_i=644
2600011#f6f8f9?pf_rd_p=2095939882&pf_r
d_s=merchandised-search-

GoPost

Washingt
on DC and
New York
City, USA
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Bpost International

http://www.bpostinternational.com/en/cont
ent/development-parcel-lockers-europe



From the United States Postal
https://gopost.usps.com/go/EPLAction
Service
 Automated
 Located inside and outside existing
Post Offices, Metro Hubs and
Shopping Centers
Rutgers University
New
 In 2012, electronic lockers were
https://www.bybox.com/electronicJersey,
installed to allow students to
lockers/case-studies/
USA
retrieve their mail 24/7
Additional source: https://www.ipc.be/~/media/documents/public/markets/e-lockers.ashx
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MANAGING TRUCK TRAFFIC
INNOVATIVELY IN
CHARLESTOWN, USA
Capstone Project Group 3: Laurie Carlson, Chris
Dingman, Andrew Folz, Brian Hunter, Sandra
Rothbard and Seneca Sok
CONTENT DISCLAIMER: This document contains hypothetical problems, situations, and issues. This
document is not affiliated with any city or metropolitan planning organization.

PURPOSE
To inform and provide strategies to the Mayor of
Charlestown
 To address issues within the City:
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Historical preservation
 Economic development
 Freight movement
 Improved livability
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CHARLESTOWN MPO STRUCTURE

AL

Goal: To create a more accessible, sustainable, prosperous
and livable region.
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Policy Committee
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Technical Committee

Freight Committee
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EXPLORED OPTIONS
Cost to Implement*

Implementation
Timeframe

Dropbox or Locker Delivery
Service

TBD based on P3
Involvement

Short-term

Modal Emphasis Plan

$150,000; cost to implement
is provided as part of the
proposed study and will
incorporate budgets and
plans

Short-term for study; other
plans in the study will vary

Infrastructure Adjustments:
Reversible Lanes, Ramp
Meters, Speed Limits

$5,000,000

Mid-term
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Truck Transloading

AL

Option

TBD

Mid to Long-term

Car Restricted Zones

$4,000,000

Mid-term

Do Nothing

No Cost

No Timeframe

*Estimated Costs
• Short-term: 1-5 Years
• Mid-term: 5-15 Years
• Long-term: 20-30 Years
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OPTION 1: DELIVERY LOCKERS
An automated locker system network located in
easy access areas where individuals can pick up
packages at their convenience.
 How It Works:
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When ordering something online, specify delivery
locker location
 You will be notified by text or email when it arrives
 Go to locker at your convenience (will hold package
for a few days)
 Enter pin/swipe card, etc.
 Locker with your package opens
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Source: Australian Post

DELIVERY LOCKERS: COST & EXAMPLES


Cost:
Would require a partnership with the provider
(Amazon, USPS, etc.)
 The cost usually includes:
Space rental
 Wireless connectivity
 Electricity


Examples: Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia,
France, Belgium, Austria and Australia

H



The cost to Charlestown could be loss of public space
depending on location of the lockers.
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Most are: free, 24/7, located in high pedestrian areas
(train stations, etc.)
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DELIVERY LOCKERS: BENEFITS

AL

Benefits:
Fewer trucks
 Charlestown would be on par with other tech-savvy cities
 If using a private service (Amazon), Charlestown can
charge for space in public locations; generating revenue
 Happy community
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Growing millennial population = increase in e-commerce/online
shopping
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OPTION 2: MODAL EMPHASIS PLAN
Determines how and where do you want to
accommodate all users of the roadway network.
 Designate roads by their intended users then
design and construct those facilities to facilitate
movements by those users.
 Approximate cost is $150,000.
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MODAL EMPHASIS PLAN: HOW IT WORKS
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Conduct Interviews and
Surveys with merchants,
residents, drivers and
pedestrians.
Determine walkable
corridors in downtown
business district as show
in purple.
Identify parallel facilities
for deliveries as shown in
red.
Design and construct
facilities to accommodate
desired users.
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Outreach through
Freight Advisory
Committee
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MODAL EMPHASIS PLAN: BENEFITS
Accommodates all users on roads designed for
that mode.
 Minimizes conflicts between pedestrians and
heavy trucks.
 Allows for safe and efficient deliveries in a
heavily populated urban environment.
 Encourages pedestrian activity in downtown
urban core.
 Minimizes emissions in urban area.
 Provides on-street parking and landscaping
opportunities.
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MODAL EMPHASIS PLAN: EXAMPLES
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• Purple and blue roads
are pedestrian zones.
• Green roads are for
circulation and
delivery.
• Orange and Pink roads
are arterial roads.
• Red roads are
authorized vehicles
only.

AL

Pavia, Italy
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OPTION 3: INFRASTRUCTURE ADJUSTMENTS
WHAT WE ADDRESSED & BENEFITS
Addresses the highways and major connectors
that serve Charlestown and tackles the truck and
vehicle traffic flow
Reversible Lanes
 Ramp Meters
 Speed Limit Changes
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All these changes improve the ability of all
transportation whether truck, car, or pedestrian
traffic in some aspect
 Lessening traffic on major truck thoroughfares
helps freight move in and around Charlestown
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REVERSIBLE LANES
Traffic lane can change direction
based on peak traffic flow
 Signals, painted lines and barriers
can be used to delineate
 Can be installed on most roads
with less cost than adding a new
lane
 Europe Examples: A38,
Birmingham, UK; the A61 Queens
Road, Sheffield, UK; A470 North
Road, Wales, UK
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Signalized freeway ramps that limit the
number of vehicles that can enter the freeway
at a time

Infrastructure cost can be significant if traffic
information communication systems are not
currently used; system is still less than
adding additional lanes to a highway or
freeway
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On a near-capacity freeway, the additional
burden of several vehicles attempting to
merge into the flow causes slowdowns and
backups – Limiting the entering cars can
allow an even flow
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RAMP METERS



Ramp meters have been used in Germany,
the UK, the Netherlands, and France as well
as several locations in the US
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Lowering speed limits in dense
urban areas can reduce accidents
while not noticeably affecting trip
times
One Side-effect is that pedestrians
feel safer on adjacent sidewalks
where traffic is slower
Little cost to city
London has studied this approach
extensively and uses it in several of
its dense inner-city areas
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SPEED LIMIT CHANGES
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OPTION 4: TRUCK TRANS LOADING
Transferring goods from one vehicle to another
 The goods are re-loaded from big trucks to
smaller trucks to comply with loading
requirements in Charlestown
 Usually done in warehouses and cross-dock
terminals
 Requires regulatory cooperation and more trans
loading facilities to properly handle goods
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TRANS LOADING: BENEFITS
Limits the amount of freight driving through
 Lack of Damage= Lack of Repairs
 Preserves the look of Charlestown
 It can increase flexibility and improve reliability
of goods delivery
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OPTION 5: CAR RESTRICTED ZONES
How it works:

AL



No cars except for special circumstances
 Higher frequency transit within the zones
 Increased park and ride opportunities near the zone
 Work with businesses in the zone to help them
continue to thrive.
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Examples:

Madrid, Spain
Frieburg, Germany
Fes-al-Bali, Morocco
Milan, Italy
Wengen, Switzerland
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CAR RESTRICTED ZONES: COST &
BENEFITS
Cost

AL



About $4,000,000 in the first year, lower costs
annually thereafter.
 Costs attributed mostly to more transit services for
both operational and capital costs and compare with
similar sized cities.
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Benefits:

Less traffic congestion
 Improved air quality
 Better access for delivery vehicles
 More walkable areas within the zone.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Strengthens

Limitations

Cost

Implementation

Dropbox or Locker
Delivery Service

Low cost and quick turnaround; easy to
implement

Involves partnerships with third
parties and private companies

TBD based on P3
Involvement

Short-term

Modal Emphasis Plan

Lays the ground work for future planning
and projects

Short-term for study;
The initial step of many to address $150,000; cost to
implement
is
provided
as
other plans in the study
problems
part of the proposed
will vary
study and will
incorporate budgets and
plans

Infrastructure
Adjustments: Reversible
Lanes, Ramp Meters,
Speed Limits

Some adjustment options have already
established infrastructure; this tackles
the arterial congestion from the interstate
and connectors

Truck Trans loading

Car Restricted Zones

Do Nothing
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Option

$5,000,000

Mid-term

Limit the amount of freight traffic;
reduces damage to infrastructure;
preserve historic Charlestown

Regulatory cooperation beyond
MPO/City level

TBD; needs further
research

Long-term

Less traffic congestion, improved air
quality, better access to downtown
businesses

Would need to create a more
robust and higher frequency
transit system

$4,000,000

Mid-term

Remains at status quo

Remains at status quo

No Cost
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Meter, traffic signal and
installation and computerized
management may be costly; may
cause some tourist and visitor
confusion

20
No Timeframe

CONCLUSION/FOLLOW UP ACTIONS
Recommendations:
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More research is needed
 Pick from the menu of options provided
 Feasibility study to determine true cost and viability
for Charlestown infrastructure capacity
 MPO will work with Mayor staff to identify
contractors for further analysis of desired options

Following feasibility study completion, the MPO
will move forward in working with the Mayor’s
office to hire dedicated staff and formulate an
action plan.
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QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?
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Thank you for your time!
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